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So go on. Now no one^s
Looking. Go ahead. Thumbs
To the crumbly cake!
It's your birthday.
And never too old
To sit grinning.
Sticking ten fingers, like this.
Into icing so white, between dark
Layers. And how marvelous
To pick each candle
From its place, blow out
The flame. No one
Making you make a wish. And oh
The finesse. A cake defused
In the nick of time!
Now for that sweet, candied rose
In the buttonhole . . .
A stroll about and around. For why
Eat this monument





a swan. A man isn't a calculator
either, even if he does make phone calls and memos
at a desk. A man isn't a man at a
desk and a man at a desk isn't a father,
the broken lake isn't his daughter,
and the only woman in a cluster of men
isn't a man.
When the maps
are finished, she won't tell you what to do.
He's not your keeper. This isn't a halfway
house, a home, a security blanket or a kettle
of fish. Mary isn't his mother, Shakespeare
isn't a man. This isn't a manual. A woman
isn't a mixing vessel, and he isn't outside
looking in. This isn't a sonnet and it isn't
easy. You're not a fake and I'm not
faking. Tasting alone won't tell us
if the water's pure.
I can't be
encouraging.
I won't urge you to make yourself useful.
The artist isn't an answering service, and
she's not a physical therapist. A behaviorist
isn't a man, God isn't a woman. I didn't
install the electric fence, you didn't invent
the cattle prod. God
isn't black either. He didn't deliver the missing
piece, instructions for dismantling
didn't come with it, and while you were out
6
there was no mail. She didn't come, A cow
isn't a woman. This isn't the letter she
didn't leave, or a red flag. A man's not a bull
or a goat. Or a sheep. We're not lambs, this
isn't the slaughterhouse. If you need directions
to the party, make them up. This isn't Hollywood
calling. I didn't answer the phone. Hollywood
isn't calling, the phone didn't ring. And the
phone isn't ringing now. Why are you waiting,
why are you still expecting a phonecall.
7
VOICE BOX
Stack of paper, in the shape of a box,
each page a step down,
and you use your ear for a torch
because the silence is
pitch black. This isn't a cellar
lined with cider, give me a cellar
of cider and plums, I could live
an ordinary life. I could live
combing my hair in the sunlight,
I could be beautiful wheeling a cart
down aisles of cans, identical
sheep—but I don't want to sleep.
I'd rather play roulette,
and the lid aches to open, the ache
ancient, the shape of an O
—
oh if only it's an ark on the altar
and inside two tablets of stone,
the ten commandments, how convenient
or I could leave it, just leave it
—
or a grand piano, classical teeth
tinkling at the turn of a key
—
or a shell bubbling its pearl
—
oh give it up girl, you know the jaw
is a terrible hinge, what if it doesn't
heal, they told you not to break the seal,
but now it's done, and there on the velvet
sits that lizard, my tongue. Now
give me my pen, give me my gun,




Some days the mask
Was an old woman whose nose
Swelled knobbed and gnarled
As a cucumber some
Days a boy
Whose skin was only rice paper
Whose lips bruised and bore
The imprint of each finger as
You touched his mouth
Sometimes the mask refused
To open its eyes
The death mask of someone famous
An emperor a saint an actress
A performing bear
Murdered in his unguarded tent
For those precious jewelled collars
And when you
Found the mask in that old hat box
You should have left it
To the rot of the weather and rude
Rats
Yet there it lay
Like a small clear pool of water
Perfectly limpid and reflective as
Polished glass though there are
Few times it shows you
Exactly as you are there is
Always something a little wrong
With the mouth not quite a sneer but
Quite like this lemon rind you've
Left twisted left
Twisted and discarded on my saucer
10
Elke Erb
SHEEP'S WOOL IS LEFT HANGING
in the ruts, by the fences and hedges.
A woman and a man walk slowly, they practice
bows and curtsies, citified bends and stretches.
Mousegray the aunt, who waits for them,
in green flashes off the glass of the veranda,
for tea and for a game of rummy,
while the flock of sheep makes its way home,
the staircase steps up into the second floor
and the cuckoo-clock calls cuckoo.
n
IN THE PICTURE
A young man in his prime, let's call him M., goes out to pick
flowers in the meadow, while at the same time the wolf devours
his grandmother. Even if the same thing happens to him that
happened to her, and even if someone comes to the rescue, she
will never again be the same grandmother for him; gone is gone.
Pm sticking to the picture.
Pm glad, though, because once again, without any reason, I
was afraid (this is a diary!) to follow in the footsteps of a famous
and, at the same time, old author from abroad with something I
wrote. Fine, then I won't worry about it any more.
translated by Craig Federhen
12
Reiner Kunze
REASONS FOR TAKING CARE OF THE CAR
You in the garage again!
(my daughter, looking at the abandoned desk)
Because
of the long distances, child
Because of the distances
between one word and the other
13
REFUGE EVEN BEHIND REFUGE
for Peter Huchel
Here only the wind comes through the door without asking
Here
only god calls
He has countless lines laid out
from heaven to earth
From the roof of the vacant cow shed
onto the roof of the vacant sheep shed
a jet of rain water
shrills out of a wooden gutter
What are you doing, asks god
Lord, I say, it's
raining, what
should I do
And his reply grows
green through all the windows




Two men on a park bench in the rain.
One cried and cried, he cried.
The other had his arm around him.
Two men the same age
One the father of the other.
75
ELEGY
The leaves on the sky light as you and I.
The hawthorn told us what it knew.
If you almost closed your eyes, everything
was beautiful.
The roofs floated out to sea.
A man moved past in the dust
with his luggage, his tear sacs.
Behind us, before us: glorious years.
Ice Age, Ice Age.






Staring at her bloody feet, she staggers
across Schonhauser Avenue,
leans against the subway entrance, spits on
the sidewalk: I see. I see.
I see it all. How did I wind up here.
Falls against the hotdog stand and tears at her collar
Walk on by, everyone. Don't everyone listen. She sits
on the trashcan made of wire netting. The hat
falls from her head, her coat's tattered
She lifts the vodka bottle to her dry lips
cries, beats her fists against the ribs of the
man in the trenchcoat:
What are you staring at.
I'm about to puke all over my coat.
Hands off. You'll sink to the bottom like stones,
you'll all drown with your briefcases.
She swaggers over to the lottery stand:
Oh, oh what luck.
She tears the tickets from the machine,
falls and creeps back to the subway.
2
Don't go scratching at the wall of truth,
stop banging your skull against the stone without meaning
with such insistence on your lips
Words that unfold like equations with two unknowns
You 4- I = confused and betrayed in a pit of
sheets and pillows
17
yes + no = masses for the dead on television
milling about between the people measuring the
distance between you and us
who will listen to me if I don't listen to myself.
3
In place of Lenin's picture he hung
Stalin's picture in 1930. He put Stalin's
picture in a suitcase in 1933 and hung it
over his bed in the Paris youth hostel.
When he came out of exile
he hung Wilhelm Pieck's picture
next to Stalin's.
In 1956 he took down Stalin's picture and
put it in the cellar behind the mason jars.
In 1960 he replaced the picture of Wilhelm Pieck
with the picture of Walter Ulbricht.
In 1971 he took down the picture of Walter Ulbricht
and hung his wife's picture on the nail.
In 1973 he retired. He hung a mirror
in place of his wife's picture
and looked into it.
"Who is that," he cried,
"can't I ever be alone?"
4
Because I won't go back behind your walls
because I'll never crouch behind your doors again
because I won't see them again, those still
cowering on their haunches
because I'll never again hear the pack of dogs bark
because I won't meet your guards in any bars
because I hear my steps in every room
because I wake up every night between tears
and laughter
78
because I hear heavy steps outside every room
because I want to go back behind your walls
to wait for water behind the bullet-proof glass
counting the squares on the pillow: June, May, April
counting the dents in the wall, the cigarettes,
ways to die
because my words turn around in my mouth
because my fist shoves itself into my mouth
because my feet are going toward a pit
because: under the pit there's just ground.
5
What can it mean,
Lucie asks the foreman and sets
the milk bottle on the lathe.
I dreamed my heart
was a gear, my arms
were the hands of a clock and my breath
was a ticking. I dreamed:
Lucie became a clock.
6
(Lucie in front of the photo:)
James Marshall Hendrix called Jimi Hendrix, who burned
his guitar at the Monterey Festival 67
(three years before he choked on his own vomit)
and 400,000 hippies trembled in the grass at Woodstock
and Lucie still trembled during breakfast
when Flori brought her the record
(under his shirt, S-station Friedrichstrasse)
she was still trembling over coffee at the
turned-up American voice
("Purple Haze" and "Star Spangled Banner")
lit a candle on the same evening,
when she came home from the late shift and lay
down in front of the record player
19
and cried and beat against the walls and laughed
and cried for
James Marshall Hendrix, called Jimi Hendrix, who played
for two whole minutes with just his left hand
(''1983" and "The Wind Cries Mary"), Jesus Christ
with 100,000 dollars
for a prayer, says Flori/the anger and violence
of a generation
writes the teen magazine "New Life" and Lucie
stares at the cover
of the commemorative-LP "War Heroes" and every
September 18 she goes to her lathe wearing black
stockings, cries during the late shift between
the tool cabinet and the portable radio over
the death of
James Marshall Hendrix called Jimi Hendrix,
who didn't sing,
didn't speak, whined maybe, didn't scream, maybe
yelled down into the subway shaft, but to what,
certainly not into
some president's giant ear, not to the sky,
but maybe into the concrete earth or to Lucie, she thinks.
What does a person need, a mouthful of dirt or a shovel
on the skull, that's how the song goes that I'll sing when
I go shopping now, quick before my shift,
for me and my fiance
that's the song, called James Marshall Hendrix.
I don't know it anymore
You'll never come back, but what will become of me,
with my shopping bag and your photo.
20
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Don't get up anymore, you say, I say
pull the blanket over your head and
wait for the grave-digger to send the stake
through the board and into your forehead,
but I'm not dead yet. I'm still alive,
I still smell the wood, the glue,
I still read the court reports in the "Weekly Post,"
how the truth locks itself into the stone,
into the subway walls, don't scratch, I say you say, don't
get up anymore.
8
With trembling hands she pulls the ticket from the automat,
collapses, clings to the railing, scratches the
stone with her nails.
On the platform: she laughs. She jumps
onto the tracks. She stands. She winks.
You're all gaping. She swings her bag. She sings:
"Like a Star on a Summer's Night." She limps
into the tunnel. Two headlights blink
from the darkness: Ha, ha, work hard and you'll
die happy.
She staggers, shrieking, toward the train.




Park. Let's walk the brief path back
1600 years across the field
to where we once lived. When we left we carefully
left no record. To reach old age, 25,
we built the doorway low and posted a guard,
rock in each hand, over the entrance
the enemy, whoever he was, would have to crawl.
If woman with child, you slept high
on the elevated tier of stone slabs we wedged
between the two walls. If man, on the ground
in case of attack. No attack came.
We grew up guessing which man was father.
That didn't matter as much as fire
or fish we took from the sea.
By 400 A.D., we'd gone. Most of us
dead and the few who remained called Celt.
We were innocent prey to concept:
God, family, cross. Within two centuries
we'd upped the ante to 30,
moved out of the broch and into stone huts.
Let me skip 14 centuries or so.
You can find those in books.
And you can see what happened to home, most
of the old stone gone, at least two thirds
of the double wall down and what remains,
some tribute to our skill, we call "ruin"
or "historic shrine." By now the fish
we called "food" swim named. Local animals seem
too small for those skins we slept on and this sky
full of rockets and space program debris
22
tightens the eye. After we lived here we lived
many places and lives—none of our doing really
—
mostly result of war. This century alone one war
took 50 million. We could not believe it then
—
that world with so few souls and we huddled here,
one community, 20, every hard gale.
Bastard, also a concept, is considered obscene.
Given my genes, my medical past and my recent
ability to control bad habits
1 expect to reach 83. Wife, children, friend
—
1 want you along all the way. Let's walk
the stone hard trail ahead to where we are now,
beside the car looking back at what we were.
The broch towering over the farm
silhouettes itself against the ever climbing sea
and the ever diminishing sky.


















WILLIAM STAFFORD AND MARVIN BELL
A CORRESPONDENCE IN POETRY
25

1 HUNGER FOR STORIES
By now it's not Japan or a bell
when I touch the world at night and bring
the strange echo. It's not the little trumpeter
—
secretly myself—trudging miles
through the snow and dying after he saves
the emperor on his big black horse.
It's another story—not that sure
voice telling how we came, the world
shivering again. I listen farther
out into the waves. The emperor stalks away.
I am a tree and can't move.
It's not Japan or a bell.
Then a bell sounds.
An old man comes along.
He looks into my face:
a child is wandering out into the snow;
everything is telling one big story.
William Stafford
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2 THE PART I KNOW
A bell may tell this story:
a young man—myself,
though I won't know this for years
—
by the side of a cemetery road;
a man his father knew
pinches his cheek.
For twenty years,
things occur not in the story:
life with bigger skies,
stars that line up heroes.
His father cannot move to join him;
there are many little stones on his big stone.
A breeze will move a road,
and a ghost push us.
Sometimes, I look. I pinch off
a part of the story I know;
toss it to you. And other parts to
my mother. Belle, and my sister. Ruby.
Marvin Bell
3 THINGS NOT IN THE STORY
Most things are impossible. But I think
them all. Before they happen, I climb
ahead and call back
—
'This way!" They follow,
though sometimes awkwardly till I tell them exactly
how to move—even what to look like.
I coach them along and invent their reasons,
or why they don't have any. In the mountains
I often create shadows and echoey sounds;
but in the desert—a few high, thin
voices and bright light everywhere.
But sometimes I sleep and falter, and many things
never happen at all. In my dreams
—
and somehow under my dreams too, at a level
where I don't quite exist—a great moving
carpet mutters and heaves, of things wanting to be.
I remember my mother hearing the heartbeat
under the floor, and my father saying
it's nothing—and knowing that that is the worst
of all: for the sound you hear from nothing
may never stop; it may fill the whole world.
Once when she looked I saw myself
taken back into her eye: if only
I hadn't been born, maybe all else
had come true; and I pitied her: "I'm sorry."






after years of letting things
happen, a person
decided not to let things happen
unless called. Names
would have to be changed:
your wife and mine couldn't
both keep Dorothy; your mother,
having died, could keep Ruby,
but my sister, only having
almost died, would have to change
her name—a shame.
Ruby Bell having a red sound
the color of life itself in the ward
where she works. Well,
we could make exceptions. I tried,
once, to: 650 miles
to the mountains of Mexico
before the Olympics paved it,
first day, first hour,
walking through a garden
toward my room, a street-vendor's ice
to sugar me awake, and to my right
suddenly in the shade
a friend ten years before.
1 kept walking; 1 refused.
1 didn't call. Instead, I made this other
story happen. I wonder if I
could tell it if it hadn't.
This may be a weakness:
I tend to believe.
My father's name, Saul, in Russia
was Russian; in our town, Sam.
The one other Ruby was a man.
My father's brother married my mother's
sister, both older, after
Harry and the father made the money
to bring over the family.
In Venice, their suitcase and papers
were stolen. They placed an ad;
it was all returned! Otherwise,
I'd be living in Siberia,
where things that happen otherwise
don't, but other things do.
Marvin Bell
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5 HUNTING WHAT IS
There are days when everything waits—you run
down the street, and it's cool, and now has a light
inside it, and you are entering that light
as a part of time, by giving your look
—
But things are hiding. As you run the street
angles widen ahead even as they close
behind. True, you felt close, back there,
but what opens is also true, and the street. . . .
So it all marks your life—what you pass
and almost find will define your part.
You claim, "Things are happening to me!"




I go out to find whatever comes
but the first fifteen minutes
are for trying to breathe, the next
fifteen for using both legs
without almost having to count
cadence, and the second half hour
for water, two cheeps at a bird,
and the reassurance that important chemicals
are now in the bloodstream. The first
fifteen minutes are the hardest,
anyone will tell you that, the first thirty
are the hardest, and the first hour
is the hardest hour, but in the second hour
something goes right without your knowing:
a mixture of good motions, oxygen
and a certain giving-up
that permits you not to hurry
and gives you back for every slow minute
two that are beyond you. It's the slow
who have to keep going who get to take back
the possessive note they struck
when they were strong. Weak, they find
fatigue is buoyant, they can coast, float,
and they sometimes have thoughts
too pure to be brought home
but not righter than others, despite
what you see on the talk shows
with your legs up and your toenails blacker.
Out-and-back runs, says David,
are like folding a piece of paper.
At the far end, you know what to do.
Loops are the worst, repeating what you see
as if you owned it. You look forward
to the past; the run lengthens.
I like runs that take a hill in one direction,
pass a body of water,
go down one street no one knows,
and find a breeze. Most of us save the long run
for Sunday, which is sensible
not religious. No believer, after all,
but no doubter, I do
look around, except uphill, the more so
after the first two hours
(when it gets easier).
Marvin Bell
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7 TELLING YOU CAREFULLY
Part of the time I want to tell you
something so clearly you get there before
I finish. I want you to know and be sure of
more than Lm saying, be ahead of me
so far Lm clearly just dull. I could just bark
like a well trained dog. Why? You can
decide— I don't have to win anything.
Even back there at school I didn't have need
to perform well—there was something else:
back of the classroom I felt it, or it was
breathing when we looked up, afternoons.
My sister, too, watched whatever happened
on the way home, and reported it, sitting
in the kitchen eating crackers and milk.
I'd listen and say yes or no, and nobody
cared if I'd won anything, or lost:
there was a show—the world surrounding
our house; we were to go there and be good
and come back and tell. That's what we did.
Our mother thought we couldn't control
events or prevail, really, anyway.
We had a routine so calm that only
the weather counted in the news. "In the spring
we'll have a circus at school," I said.
A wind blew the curtain. I looked out over
the yard. "Our teacher in history said
they'll make mistakes again and we'll have a war."




There was a powder the druggist had—
used it on my hand when I squeezed
a glass ornament at Christmas: I
picked it up, held it up and held it tighter,
three stages I can still distinguish.
Then I was holding a handful of blood.
This man's oldest daughter died
from a dormitory fire—famous at the time.
She got out, then went back.
She lay for days in the burn ward.
She had been skinned alive. No chance.
Her father, the pharmacist, understood.
Sometimes, you have to imagine the worst
to prepare: the calm fire drill at school,
or the desperate decisions that come
in the dark: which room, which child?
We fuzz it up with heroics, charades.
No one can picture the worst.
Marvin Bell
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9 SERVING WITH GIDEON
Now I remember: in our town the druggist
prescribed Coca Cola mostly, in tapered
glasses to us, and to the elevator
man in a paper cup, so he could
drink it elsewhere because he was black.
And now I remember The Legion—gambling
in the back room, and no women but girls, old boys
who ran the town. They were generous,
to their sons or the sons of friends.
And of course I was almost one.
I remember winter light closing
its great blue fist slowly eastward
along the street, and the dark then, deep
as war, arched over a radio show
called the thirties in the great old USA.
Look down, stars— I was almost
one of the boys. My mother was folding
her handkerchief; the library seethed and sparked;
right and wrong arced; and carefully
I walked with my cup toward the elevator man.
William Stafford
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10 A FURTHER RESPONSE
This time IVe some headlines for you:
Wind Rips Branches, Bells Find Home—
this latter old news made new
by changes the town Fathers
have made here in my town. There used to be
a hotel, the Burkley, you remember,
in the center, a kind of passage between
the Greyhound Depot behind
and the college across the street.
Hundreds of messages go under that street
now, since the jackhammer.
We found a place to live in the elevator
at the Burkley; I mean,
you have to call to mind the accordion
grille and the steering wheel
and the driver's stool and the outside
mirrors at each floor—all
to hear the help talk up and down the days.
My son rode up and down, helping.
We're looking for a place, he told them.
A few short trips, a correction or two
to floor level, and he had found one
there in the valve of the Burkley.
The tip proved out. We had a house.
Its rooms made a spoked wheel
and I moved into the turret to type out
signals like these. I was just out
of the Army, remember. In any discussion,
whoever they were, I was one of them.
It was the Sixties, think twice!
Never mind me, I tore that person down
that I was, and when trees broke in the wind,
I thought again of the elevator man
who held his job with one hand, and extended it.
38 Marvin Bell
11 LOSERS
You learn from losers. You give back their sounds
with a little twist and yielding becomes an art.
You assume the present and find your needs wherever
you are. Your oppressors are never to know they're
in a war. "Yes" is the sound of breath at its easiest.
I found a place by a lake one time where I camped
for a week. I never spoke, even a whisper.
It's cold up there, and hot, and when the wind
goes by it shrieks. At the end it was goodby
with only a wave. I was a careful loser
headed north, carrying all I would need.




taken me a month to reply to your letter.
Couldn't figure out why.
I liked the word "lake" right away.
I had ideas about "Yes," and
fortune-telling. It even appeared to me
that "No" would not be an answer,
but what occurs while you
are waiting for an answer, maybe
even fearing an answer.
But then "losers," "Losers!"
"Losers" and "Yes" and the "lake."
I know drowned people,
I'm Coastal as you know, have no dry
illusions about men in water.
That's not it either:
my experiences, people I know, none
of that is it. It's
a picture I saw.
Before these things were more than
known about, when few men
and fewer women had looked at such things,
I was Army-indoctrinated,
and looked at combat footage
that led the camera from landing ship
to inland camp in Nazi Germany.
You can guess what "camps" these were.
Those piled bodies of the losers
taught me nothing. Oh, I was more than
just moved; I'd have killed.
Marvin Bell
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13 MEETING BIG PEOPLE
—How My Mother Carried on Her Argument with the World
—
We would sit down, after a visitor had
gone (reassured by lavish agreeable responses
and strokings), and my mother would not hide from
me her great treasure of saved-up reflection
on the oddity, poverty, blundering of the
just-pampered person who had been soothed. I
learned how kind you have to be so as not to
let others know their truly desperate situation
C'Don't let them know!")—they are other.
Big people huff up like a cat, fierce or
scared. You hurry over to say, "You are big,
huffed-up, fierce." You don't say "scared"
—
you want to meet them where they are. Your
expression studies theirs and becomes whatever
they need. When you leave them you often
say, "Scared."
Once, away from the sound of the highway, we walked into
silent Wyoming, a hawk riding a thermal, one
smooth hill drawing our world into the sky.
Side by side we angled the hill, treading tough short
grass, now and then choosing which way to
avoid an arroyo. Mostly the spacious landscape
allowed straight, air-free walking. She told me:
Let's consider describing geniuses the way we describe
popular figures: How tall was Einstein? Pascal? Napoleon?
Eve Curie? Thomas Aquinas? Dante? Mother Mary?
Mohammed? How impressive was Plato? Confucius?
Aristotle? Gandhi? Descartes? Shakespeare? Keats?
The Brontes?
She thought the aggressive were losers. They had to use
methods only the desperate would use. Their lives were
ruinous. Without even knowing it, they forfeited
41
the game before they got started. She studied them and
shook her head. But to tell them would hurt
them without
curing their disability. To an extreme degree they had
that almost universal burden of being other.
How can you keep others from feeling the abrupt
fact that they are—don't say it to them—other?
You listen carefully, and never allow the hail
of their multiple little blunders-or the vast
arc of their wild misunderstandings-to register
in your unswerving, considerate gaze.
The one who appears hurt, I learned, could be
the one who is withholding hurt from the others;
and for those of us rich in this wide, mild
gaze, we'd be worse than the others if like them.
This was her way—to suffer, lose wide-eyed, and





Remember the great permission the blizzard gave?
School was closed. We could take a day off
from trying to improve ourselves. Trees that fell
fell into places we were watching and we saw
a farther snow hesitating overhead. And we let go.
For as long as school was out, we were not
a coach's courage, teacher's pet or hero
to a schoolyard ready to fight to be what others
required. We were not the losers, either.
In the cold classrooms, the blackboards and the chalk.
1 knew the odd man who had volunteered
to mind the library house two nights a week.
1 stepped into deep snow to make it there.
Keeping the books he mentioned past due
cost me money. Sometimes, he undercharged me.
Odd people everywhere underwrote my education
and I remembered the odd: Gandhi on the railroad
tracks while the British threw pots of urine,
Descartes with his head bowed, Shakespeare
sonneteering a shadowy love, Keats drowning,
and Einstein said to have failed a math test!
Kids, kids, what does kids know? Can I say?
They know joy without virtue. They are told
and told they do, but they don't: they don't sin.
I was only afraid and wanted to be like others.
Marvin Bell
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15 THE PERMISSION OF THE SNOW
The perfect snow that told your face which way
was north, and how the sky was where you'd go
if you were good—we knew those promises.
I'll try, before I give that world back,
to straighten it:
—
You teachers of mine, you had
us wrong: we were sorry for you. Miss Devoe
in love with what's his name the light-foot coach
with a whistle around his neck, and Mr. Wicker
in shop, that no one loved—even then I knew
what the world was like. When we marched in
to Sousa's music, right at the turn
where the girls' line crossed ours we tripped. . . .
Outside in the perfect snow we beat
our angel's wings. And I saw you walking
that night. Miss Devoe, with what's
his name, and I was late, I knew
even then, like the weight of the whistle. It's far
and I give it back now, that straightened world.
Mr. Wicker, I'm sorry—and all of you.
William Stafford
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16 SCHOOLING, THEN AND NOW
Sure, rd do it over
under a green sky going wholly blue
as I remember it, and with my bursting self
just coming up for air, it seemed, now and then,
like one of the smaller fishes, the blow-
fish whose belly relentless we tickled
until it blew up on its backside like a bubble
and blew apart too like a balloon popping,
and its tail fit for soup that's all.
Sure, I'd be better now. I'm sure of it,
and wouldn't carry still the small shames
—
those that
made the examples: Remember the cats
curiosity killed? The orange butterfly almost
buttery in the spring riding up into
one fist's worth of dirt not meant to. . . ?
The ducklings sick and better off. . .
The friend who didn't come back on Monday
from fishing and said to be just as well. . .
Yes, I'd do it right, or better, now that
I've been to N. Professor St. (in Oberlin, where)
and made arrangements: If I die there,
my body's to be moved before anything.
I've a lowly existence elsewhere, always looking up to
the student with my face. S.Q.,
who used to say, "Tickle my wig" to mean
different things, actually perished
in a country dump, and a truckload that backed up
and didn't care and didn't notice.
Marvin Bell
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17 LEARNING, ANY TIME
We were singing one day about justice
and a piece of iron fell somewhere
down the street—at least I think
it was justice: it was iron all right.
One time we were early for the rainbow. Lightning
waited, crawling for a place to go.
It would decide in a minute, and then
forget in the gray cloud and maybe stay home.
It is hard to learn that zigzag before
it happens, and not much use after
it's gone—you hold your head still and wonder
about the world: you can't catch it,
no matter how far or wide or hard.
Strange how things in the world go together
even when you don't try, how music
permeates metal, how a burden you carry
takes on a color or leads to a dream
you are going to have when the burden is gone.
Learning, they call it, this anticipated
lightning, this thinking around an event
and bringing it right. It is hard to tell
if the connection is yours, or the world's
—
it all comes together and you say, "I know."
But the biggest things and the smallest keep right on.
What's the difference if you understand?
the heavy will keep on being heavy, and the things
that will get you will get you just the same.
William Stafford
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18 TURNING ON A LAMP
Ok, I've got to hurry now—
we had a test for a great tenor or soprano;
their voices cracked glass. . .once.
In every little Russian town
boys like my father would remember
the man who lay under a board of nails
over which the horses ran. . .once.
In a certain American city where we were young
we had a test for cockroaches:
Turn on the light. They passed the test.
Into the country, we had a test for a tree:
Would it attract lightning?
It did, and a seam in it smoked
for two days and then it failed a test
for disease. But then it had a test for the ax.
Here's my own thirteen-year-old on tests:
"If you answer a question, you will be wrong,
but if you don't answer then the answer
you would have given would have been right."
I love it. My boy of twenty
studies and passes—left school, says now
one must be tough but not mean.
I can't think up the test question
for which that is the answer, though surely
it is right. You see the problem
of glory and signs of life. You see now
the way wrong schooling works—
turning on a lamp to study the dark.






The moon is not green cheese.
It is china and stands in this room.
It has a ten-watt bulb and a motto:
made in Japan.
Whey-faced, doll-faced,
it's closed as a tooth
and cold as the dead are cold
till I touch the switch.
Then the moon performs
its one trick:
it turns into a banana.
It warms to its subjects,
it draws us into its light,
just as I knew it would
when I gave ten dollars
to the pale clerk
in the store that sold
everything.
She asked, did I have a car?
She shrouded the moon in tissue
and laid it to rest in a box.
The box did not say moon.
It said This side up.
I tucked the moon into my basket
and bicycled into the world.
By the light of the sun
I could not see the
moon under my sack of apples,
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moon under slab of salmon,
moon under clean laundry,
under milk its sister
and bread its brother,
moon under meat.
Now supper is eaten.
Now laundry is folded away.
I shake out the old comforters.
My nine cats find their places
and go on dreaming where they left off.
My son snuggles under the heap.
His father loses his way in a book.
It is time to turn on the moon.
It is time to live by a different light.
LIGHTNESS REMEMBERED
Nor do these heads sing,
though our breath pushes
a blizzard of glass grapes
through the female wand,
a ring of red plastic,
the better
to blow bubbles with.
Through a bowl of soap soup
the melts of moonlight,
the seduction of sherbet,
my son draws the wand,
and now in the ring shines
a lens
on which he blows
as if he would clean it,






a sack soft enough
to hold the unborn,
a glass egg that breaks free
and floats like a planet







O, wet nose of a spirit,
cold cheek of
the apples of the air,
though he waves the wand,
though he fans you awake,
though you rise again,
there's no saving you.
SAINT PUMPKIN
Somebody's in there.
Somebody's sealed himself up
in this round room,
this hassock upholstered in rind,
this padded cell.
He believes if nothing unbinds him
he'll live forever.
Like our first room
it is dark and crowded.
Hunger knows no tongue
to tell it.
Water is glad there.
In this room with two navels
somebody wants to be born again.
So I unlock the pumpkin.
I carve out the lid
from which the stem raises
a dry handle on a damp world.
Lifting, I pull away
wet webs, vines on which hang
the flat tears of the pumpkin,
like fingernails or the currency
of bats. How the seeds shine,
as if water had put out
hundreds of lanterns.
Hundreds of eyes in the windless wood
gaze peacefully past me,
hacking the thickets.
and now a white dew beads the blade.
Has the saint surrendered
himself to his beard?
Has his beard taken root in his cell?
Saint Pumpkin, pray for me,
because when I looked for you, I found nothing,
because unsealed and unkempt, your tomb rots,
because I gave you a false face
and a light of my own making.
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Jack Anderson
THE PEACE OF THE EVENING
It was the peace of the evening.
It was in Holland, in Ireland.
A man was walking toward the sea.
A man was slowly walking toward the sea,
An organ grinder
With his music on his back.
He had just crossed the railroad track
(The signal gates were up)
And he had not met with anyone.
He was walking slowly toward the sea.
The weight of the organ bent him down so
He could hardly look ahead.
He could hardly look to the side or look back.
He had not met with anyone.
He had crossed the railroad track
When an airplane passed over him.
Then the gates went down behind him
And a train passed by.
When the airplane had passed
And the train had passed.
He could hear the sea in the peace of the evening.
He could hear how near he was to the sea.
This happened in Holland.
This happened in Ireland,
I was thinking, I was thinking
I was on that plane,
I was riding that train.
I was thinking how I like
Railroad trains, subway trains.
Tram cars, and steamships.
Maps of old cities, reading menus in windows.
The portraits on strange currency.
The moment when the flight attendants
Come down the aisle to sell drinks.
How the sea looks crinkled with silver in the light.
The look of the countryside
From a first class compartment with no one else in it.
Imagining what an old organ would sound like
Going slowly away in the peace of the evening.
1 was going away, going slowly toward the sea.
The weight of my music heavy on my back.
I had crossed the track
When the peace of the evening
Let me hear how near I was to the sea.
And this was in Holland, as I said, in Ireland.
And this was how it happened.
I was in Holland, Ireland,
Boarding a tram car
In the peace of the evening
When I wondered how far 1 was from the sea
And 1 was on a liner
Going out to sea
And in the distance 1 saw
A man with something heavy on his back
That I was too far away from to identify.
And all around me was the sea.
The way the sea looks in that light.
And the sound the sea makes
Should you be crossing it.
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Thomas Lux
THERE WERE SOME SUMMERS
There were some summers
like this: The blue barn steaming,
some cow-birds dozing with their heads
on each other's shoulders, the electric fences
humming low in the mid-August heat . . .
So calm the slow sweat existing
in half-fictive memory: a boy
wandering from house, to hayloft, to coop,
past a dump where a saddle rots
on a sawhorse, through the still forest
of a cornfield, to a pasture talking to himself
or the bored, baleful Holsteins nodding
beneath the round shade of catalpa, the boy
walking his trail towards the brook
in a deep but mediocre gully,
through skunk cabbage and pop-weed,
down sandbanks (a descending
quarter-acre Sahara), the boy wandering,
thinking nothing, thinking:
Sweathox, sweatbox, the boy
moving towards a minnow whose slight beard
tells the subleties of the current, holding there,
in water cold enough to break your ankles.
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HIS JOB IS HONEST AND SIMPLE: KEEPING
His job is honest and simple: keeping
the forest tidy. He replaces,
after repairing, the nests
on their branches, he points every pine needle north,
polishes the owLs stained perch,
feather-dusts the entrance
to the weasel's burrow, softbrushes
each chipmunk (the chinchilla
of the forest banal), buffs antlers, gives
sympathy to ragweed, tries to convince
—
like a paternal and inept psychiatrist
—
the lowly gartersnake that he should think
of himself, as he parts the grass,
as an actor parting the stage curtain
to wild applause, arranges, in the clearing,
the great beams of light . . . This is his job: a day's,
a week's, a life's calm, continuous,
low-paying devotion. At dawn
he makes a few sandwiches and goes
to work. 1 love this, he thinks as he passes
the wild watercress— its green as stunning
as surviving a plane crash—in the small,
inaccessible swamp.
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THE DARK COMES ON IN CUBES, IN BLOCKS
The dark comes on in cubes, in blocks,
in cubics of black measured
perfectly, perfectly
filled. It's subtle and it's not,
depending on your point of view.
You can see it best in a forest, '
or in a grassy lowland, or in any place
where your lamp is the only lamp and you can turn it off.
To describe it the usual adjectives
of the gray/black genre will not do. It's not light,
nor is it the absence of light, but,
O, it's sweet, sweet like ink
dropped in sugar, necessary and invisible
like draughts of oxygen. . . . Absolutely,
in squares, in its containers
of space, the darkness arrives—as daily
as bread, as sad
as a haymow going over and over a Stubblefield,
as routine as guards
climbing to guntowers




LIKE A WIDE ANVIL FROM THE MOON THE LIGHT
Like a wide anvil from the moon the light
on the cold radiator and all the windows in a row
along the spine close—zeroes winding tight.
And to make the rattlesnakes feel at home:
a private cactus farm. There's not an eek's chance
of getting out of here. Some apples, bruised,
mute, are nailed back to their branches,
and the south wind—low, hot ash—cruises
through a crook in the apple tree's trunk.
The dirt, not known for its tenderness, on its knees
somewhat, and one munificent ant carries a crumb
to the crumbless. . . . Every pond on earth agrees:
they are tired of being dragged—all those hooks
—
for drowned children. All this beneath
the ceaseless lineage of comets! Books
help a little: groan-soaked, one broken etc. thief,
a tree surgeon lost above tree lines,
chasmed sidewalks, a hatful of blanks,
sore-got ore . . . Yes!— it does, it does feel exactly fine
crawling ashore, emptying the boots of water, and frank-
ly, here's to the clouds the color of bone,
here's to the indecipherable path home,
here's to the worm's sweat in the loam. . . .
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Ghana Bloch
THREE STUDIES FOR A HEAD OF JOHN THE BAPTIST
1
His beard spreads in front of him
as if in the bath, the little
hairs crinkled.
It's a copper tray, embossed
with palm trees and turtledoves,
polished to a high gloss.
The head sits off-center,
a beaker among
the heaped oranges.
So this is what it feels like.
Coolness; oriental spices. His eyes
look around, curious,
as the flutes tune up.
2
At the corner, as the sun cut,
I held my head in my hands.
It was heavy,
like a bag of groceries
I shift from one hip to the other.
I wanted to set it down somewhere,
a windowsill,
a doorway, a low brick step




of the sharpened knife— it's not
the head that imagines it
but the back of the neck
that must carry such a stone







is the soul of this flesh.
Eat with your hands, slow, you will understand
breasts, why everyone
adores them—Rubens' great custard nudes—why
we can't help sleeping with
pillows.
The old woman in the park pointed.
Is it yours?
Her gold eye-teeth gleamed.
I bend down, taste the fluted
nipples, the elbows, the pads
of the feet. Nibble earlobes, dip
my tongue in the salt fold
of shoulder and throat.
Even now he is changing
as if I were
kneading him thin.
2
He squeezes his eyes tight
to hide
and blink! he's still here.
It's always a surprise.
Safety-fat,
angel-fat,




the face that you touched
for the last time
over and over,
your eyes closed
so it wouldn't go away.
3
Watch him sleeping. Touch
the pulse where
the bones haven't locked
in his damp hair:
the navel of dreams.
His eyes open for a moment, underwater.
His arms drift in the dark
as your breath
washes over him.
Bite one cheek. Again.
It's your own
life you lean over, greedy,




Hung there in the thermal
whiteout of noon, dark ash
in the chimney's updraft, turning
slowly like a thumb pressed down
on target; indolent V's; flies, until they drop.
Then they're hyenas, raucous
around the kill, flapping their black
umbrellas, the feathered red-eyed widows
whose pot bodies violate mourning,
the snigger at funerals,
the burp at the wake.
They cluster, like beetles
laying their eggs on carrion,
gluttonous for a space, a little
territory of murder: food
and children.
Frowsy old saint, bald-
headed and musty, scrawny-
necked recluse on your pillar
of blazing air which is not
heaven: what do you make
of death, which you do not
cause, which you eat daily?
I make life, which is a prayer.
I make clean bones.
I make a grey zinc noise
which to me is a song.
Well, heart, out of all this
carnage, could you do better?
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LANDCRAB
A lie, that we come from water.
The truth is we were born
from stones, dragons, the sea's
teeth, as you testify,
with your crust and jagged scissors.
Hermit, hard socket
for a timid eye,
you're a soft gut scuttling
sideways, a blue skull,
round bone on the prowl.
Wolf of treeroots and gravelly holes,
a mouth on stilts,
the husk of a small demon.
Attack, voracious
eating, and flight:
it's a sound routine
for staying alive on edges.
Then there's the tide, and that dance
you do for the moon
on wet sand, claws raised
to fend off your mate,
your coupling a quick
dry clatter of rocks.
For mammals
with their lobes and bulbs,
scruples and warm milk,
you've nothing but contempt.
Here you are, a frozen scowl
targeted in flashlight,
then gone: a piece of what
we are, not all,
my stunted child, my momentary
face in the mirror,
my tiny nightmare.
LANDCRAB 2
The sea sucks at its own
edges, in and out with the moon.
Tattered brown fronds,
(shredded nylon stockings,
feathers, the remnants of hands)
wash against my skin.
As for the crab, she's climbed
a tree and sticks herself
to the bark with her adroit
spikes; she jerks
her stalked eyes at me, seeing
a meat shadow,
food or a predator.
I smell the pulp
of her body, faint odour
of rotting salt,
as she smells mine
working those martian palps:
seawater in leather.
I'm a category, a noun
in a language not human,
infra-red in moonlight,
a tidal wave in the air.
Old fingernail, old mother.
I'm up to scant harm
tonight; though you don't care,
you're no-one's metaphor,
you have your own paths
and rituals, frayed snails
and soaked nuts, waterlogged sacks
to pick over, soggy chips and crusts.
The beach is all yours, wordless
and ripe once Tm off it,
wading towards the moored boats
and blue lights of the dock.
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OUT
This is all you go with,
not much, a plastic bag
with a zipper, a bar of soap,
a command, blood in the sink,
the body's word.
You spiral out there,
locked and single
and on your way at last,
the rings of Saturn brilliant
as pain, your dark craft
nosing its way through stars.
You've been gone now
how many years?
Hot metal hurtles over your eyes,
razors the flesh, recedes;
this is the universe
too, this burnt view.
Deepfreeze in blankets; tubes feed you,
your hurt cells glow and tick;
when the time comes you will wake
naked and mended, on earth again, to find
the rest of us changed and older.
Meanwhile your body
hums you to sleep, you cruise
among the nebulae, ice glass
on the bedside table,
the shining pitcher, your white cloth feet
which blaze with reflected light
against the harsh black shadow
behind the door.
Hush, say the hands
of the nurses, drawing the blinds
down hush
says your drifting blood,
cool stardust.
Mark ]arman
ASCENSION OF THE RED MADONNA
\or Michael Kane
She's been gone whenever I looked
and here photographed black and white
she's leaving, as good as gone.
Blurred wings hoist her canopy,
black of course as if black
folded all colors into its cloak.
Above the canvas, white,
the rainbow's egg, waits to be filled in
burning in arc brise windows.
She never rose in my life
but the tearlessness of this act
is a catechism of joy. Arms
flung up to her, everyone wants
what she wants, for her to be gone,
out of the world, out of those
flamboyant windows where light,
the photographer's blinded plate,
appearing as nothing is everything.
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HOUSE OF GOLD
At last 1 feel like I'm living like a human being."
—Nero, on moving into Dornus Aurea
Either you stay home after death
as they do in the stone bunks
of the Catacombs, or you go out.
And the guards and visitors, assuming
welcome like relatives, enter,
half-looking for you, half-not.
Ld say it's better not to be here.
How to explain the bare looks of things?
Brown-skulled and dependent
on silence, hoping the throne room
the size of a classroom will still intimidate.
Better not to be here or anywhere.
If you could just see those bones across town,




Whatever they wanted for their sons
will be wanted forever, success,
the right wife, they should be
good to their mothers.
One day they meet at the rock
where Isaac was cut free
at the last minute. Sarah stands
with her shoes off under the dome
showing the tourists with their Minoltas
around their necks the place
where Mohammed flew up to heaven.
Hagar is on her knees
in the women's section praying.
They bump into each other at the door,
the dark still heavy on their backs
like the future always coming after them.
Sarah wants to find out what happened
to Ishmael but is afraid to ask.
Hagar's lips make a crooked seam
over her accusations.
They know that the world is flat,
and if they move to the edge
they're sure to fall over. They know
they can only follow their own feet
the way they came.
Jet planes fly over their heads
as they walk out of each other's lives
like the last time, silent, not mentioning
the angels of god and the bright
miracles of birth and water. Not telling
that the boys are gone.
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The air ticks slowly. It's August
and the heat is sick of itself
waiting all summer for rain,
Sarah is in her cool villa.
She keeps her eyes on the pot
so it won't boil over.
She brings the food to the table
where he's already seated
reading the afternoon paper.
He's always reading the paper
or listening to the news,
the common corruptions they don't
even speak about now.
Guess who I met she says talking
across the desert.
Hagar shops in the market.
There's a run on chickens, the grapes
are finished and the plums are soft.
She fills her bag with warm bread
fresh from the oven thinking
there's nothing to forgive,
I got what I wanted
from the old man.
The flight in the wilderness
is a morning stroll.
She buys a kilo of ripe figs. She




The youngest of four children, Yannis Ritsos was born on
May 1, 1909, in Momemvasia, southern Peloponnesos, the son of
a ruined landowner. Having begun painting, playing the piano,
and writing poetry at the age of eight, he is today Greece's most
popular and prolific poet, his publications including 67 books of
poetry (some 20 more are as yet unpublished), two plays, a book
of essays, and 10 books of translation from French, German,
Russian, Roumanian, Turkish, and Czechoslovakian. Nominated
five times for the Nobel Prize and honored with the highest
poetry awards of every major European nation, Ritsos has seen
his own poetry translated into sixteen languages.
His personal life, on the contrary, has been replete with
tragedy. At the age of twelve he lost his older brother, Dimitri, to
tuberculosis. Within three months, his 42-year-old mother died
of the same disease; five years later, Ritsos himself was stricken
with TB and his father was interned in the asylum of Daphni
near Athens. His sister, Loula, suffered mental problems also and
was institutionalized in 1936. From 1927 to 1938, Ritsos found
himself in and out of sanatoriums, working in the interim as a
professional actor, dancer, and poet. With the outbreak of war in
1941, he joined EAM (the Greek Democratic Left) and followed
the guerilla arm (ELAS) as it retreated before the British to
northern Greece where he oversaw in 1945 the Popular Theatre
of Macedonia which extolled the actions of the partisans.
Interned in a number of camps (Kontopouli, Makronisos, Aghios
Efstratios) from 1948 to 1952, he was at last provided fifteen
years of respite during which he produced half his poetic output.
The recent Papadopoulos coup on April 21, 1967, led to further
arrests, imprisonment, and exile on various Greek islands.
Hospitalized at intervals during four years of the junta period, he
spent considerable time in military hospitals for his recurring
tubercular condition.
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Today Ritsos is free to travel, moving largely between his
winter home in Athens and his summer home on the island of
Samos where his wife, an influential leftist herself, practices
medicine. Whether in Athens or Samos, he spends his every
waking hour working (a habit he developed in confinement as a
means of preserving both his art and his sanity), writing and
painting on whatever material he finds at hand—cigarette boxes,
stones, bone, bits of wood, glass. Having survived the oppression
of a tortured personal life, he has only now to survive the




The noons are battered by the cicadas,
July, August, heat and salt, the street lamps fallen;
if you touch rock or wood, your fingers get burned.
From villages they transport slates on donkeys
whose hoofs beat on the cobbled road,
the church-bells beat
—
eh, eh, the crazy man, sea strokes on the sun's anvil;
generations came with mice, with sparks, with curses,
the slain dry in the scorching sun; they've turned to stones;
other generations lifted the stones, rebuilt their houses,
put a cross in the cistern, the owl on the roof;
in the evening by the old breakwater the fishermen gather,
light the secret fire, set over it the huge cauldron,
and with wooden ladles gulp starsoup in large mouthfuls
—
the pregnant women die in childbirth, the triplets multiply
—




Among the things you inherited: the pride of loss.
Homes were demolished, ships sank. The captains
of merchant ships
turned into pirates. What an assault in the Sea of Myrtoon!
Gutted holds,
overthrown masts and barrels; and statues
the companions of sharks
in the deepest parts of the sea. On December nights
with the same flashlights, with the same binoculars
of the drowned captain,
you roamed the inner seas. You found the wooden suitcase
in the belly of a whale. You came up again. You postponed
the long journey for the eleventh time. And the black dog
sat quietly on the wet chair in the tavern, gazing
at the faded wall map lit by the acetylene lamp.




Cautious times have arrived: expect nothing, possess nothing.
The decision finally taken, hidden under the stones
or under piles of old newspapers. In the evenings
a small stroll as far as the old breakwater,
a meeting with a timid crab, a loitering sea-gull,
the voice of a seal. And before the starlight's plaster
dries up on your face, the same fear again
of a new expectation, and that ancient desire
to break the only streetlamp that lights your way at night,
the one that hangs out over the empty sea—to
take out its wick
and feed it to the mice in the chest of the renowned captain.




I was looking at the prickly pears. The beautiful old woman
was peeling stones with her nails. I am gathering
chicory plants—she said;
I boil fish in very little water. To tell the truth,
I shall die just as spring starts. I prefer to be outside
of what is called marble or showcase or well.
On top of the trunk sits the cat. Inside the trunk
the old alarm-clock will be found wrapped in my bridal gown.
Call it complicity— I too saw the seagull's egg. I know white.
I can shout it. I do not shout it. I shut my door early.
I can't shut my eyes. The luster of the huge open sea
disembowels the night like a fish and leaves me




What else was he still seeking on the stone terrace,
waiting for hours to watch the moon rise out of the sea?
—
a stone assimilated by the darkness. And the dead
silenced for a long time now, unresentful, fulfilled
—
one with the needle, one with the saw, and one
carefully descending the stone stairs, holding
a small oil lamp—he passed through the deep arcade,
lighting up the slightest bulging of the void;
and the one who ran to the blacksmith's that same night
to change the horseshoes of his slain stallion.
translated hy Kimon Friar and
Monovasia, 10-16-76 Kostas Myrsiades
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Charles Wright
THE MONASTERY AT VRSAC
WeVe walked the grounds,
inspected the vaults and the old church.
Looked at the icons and carved stalls.
And followed the path to the bishop's grave.
Now we sit in the brandy-colored light of late afternoon
Under the locust trees,
attended and Byzantine
From the monastery. Two nuns hop back and
forth like grackles
Along the path. The light drips from the leaves.
Little signals of dust rise uninterpreted from the road.
The grass drones in its puddle of solitude.
The stillness is awful, as though from the inside
of a root . . .
—Time's sluice and the summer rains erode our hearts
and carry our lives away.
We hold what we can in our two hands.
Sinking, each year, another inch in the earth . . .
Mercy upon us,
we who have learned to preach but not to pray.
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DOG YOGA
A spring day in the weeds.
A thread of spittle across the sky, and a thread of ash.
Mournful cadences from the clouds.
Through the drives and the cypress beds,
25 years of sad news.
Mother of Thrushes, Our Lady of Crows,
Brief as a handkerchief,
25 years of sad news.
Later, stars and sea winds in and out of the open window.
Later, and lonesome among the sleepers,
the day's thunder in hidden places.
One lissome cheek a notch in the noontide's leash,
A ghostly rain of sunlight among the ferns.
Year in, year out, the same loom from the dark.
Year in, year out, the same sound in the wind.
Near dawn, the void in the heart.
The last coat of lacquer along the leaves,
the quench in the west.
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CONTRIBUTORS
JACK ANDERSON has two re-
cent books of poetry—Toward the
Liberation of the Left Hand (Pitts-
burgh) and The Dust Dancers (Book-
mark Press)—and is also the
author of The Nutcracker Ballet (May-
flower), a history of the world's
most popular Christmas ballet.
MARGARET ATWOOD's new
novel. Life Before Man, has just been
published. Her next collection of
poems, Two-Headed Poems, is coming
out from Simon and Schuster
sometime this year.
MARVIN BELL and WILLIAM
STAFFORD started their corre-
spondence in poems after discuss-
ing the idea in Alaska last summer.
While the correspondence num-
bers eighteen poems to date, it
seems to be far from over. Three
of the Stafford poems have ap-
peared, or are scheduled to appear,
in other magazines, and we are
grateful to them for permission to
reprint, as follows: American Poetry
Review, "Serving With Gideon";
Poetry Miscellany, "Hunger Stories";
Pequod, "Things Not In the Story."
GHANA BLOCH's first collection
of poems. The Secrets of the Tribe, will
be published this fall by the Sheep
Meadow Press. She translated A
Dress of Fire from the Hebrew po-
etry of Dahlia Ravikovitch, and is
now working on a book about
George Herbert and the Bible.
THOMAS BRASCH, ELKE ERB,
REINER KUNZE, and BERND
JENTZSCH are all East German
poets, and their appearance in this
issue is a preview of a special chap-
book from FIELD, devoted to the
work of fourteen East German
poets, with an introduction by
Richard Zipser. The chapbook will
appear in June, and we are taking
orders for it now: $3.95 postpaid.
About the translators: PETER
SPYCHER is Professor of German
at Oberlin, and has published
many translations of contempo-
rary German poets. CLAUDIA
JOHNSON, CRAIG FEDERHEN,
and KARIN VON GIERKE have at
various times worked in Oberlin's
Translation Workshop.
RICHARD HUGO'S latest book of
poems. White Center, is just out
from Norton. Other recent books
include a Selected Poems and The Trig-
gering Town: Lectures and Essays on
Poetry and Writing.
MARK JARMAN is the author of
North Sea (Cleveland State), and a
frequent contributor to FIELD.
This year he has been teaching in
the writing program at UC Irvine.
SHIRLEY KAUFMAN'S most re-
cent book is From One Life to Another
(Pittsburgh). She lives and works
in Israel.
RICHARD KENT'S last birthday
must have been quite an affair.
MARILYN KRYSL teaches crea-
tive writing at the University of
Colorado in Boulder. The Cleve-
land State University Poetry Cen-
ter will publish a book of her
poems. More Palomino, Please, More
Fuschia, late this spring.
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THOMAS lux's latest book is
Sunday, from Houghton Mifflin. He
continues to teach at Sarah Law-
rence College. The poems in this
issue are part of an as yet untitled
twenty-poem sequence.
YANNIS RITSOS is described in
the introductory note that pre-
cedes his poems in this issue.
About the translators: KIMON
FRlAR's books of translations in-
clude The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel,
The Saviors of God: Spiritual Exercises,
Modern Greek Poetry: From Cavafis to
Elytis, and The Sovereign Sun: The Sel-
ected Poems of Odysseus Elytis. KOS-
TAS MYRSIADES is Professor of
English at West Chester State
College. His publications include
Takis Papatsonis, Yannis Ritsos: Scrip-
ture of the Blind (with Kimon Friar),
in addition to articles on Homer,
Papatsonis and Ritsos, and trans-
lations of numerous contempo-
rary Greek poets.
DAVID ST. JOHN teaches in The
Writing Seminars at Johns Hop-
kins University. His limited edi-
tion book. The Olive Grove, will ap-
pear this spring from W. D. Hoff-
stadt & Sons. His second full-
length collection. The Shore, will be
published by Houghton Mifflin in
the fall.
NANCY WILLARD has two new
books coming out from Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich: The Marzipan
Moon, a picture book, and Tm There,
Said the Air: William Blake's Inn for
Innocent and Experienced Travelers, a
book of poems.
CHARLES WRIGHT'S books of
poems include Bloodlines and China
Trace (Wesleyan). His translation
of Montale's The Storm inaugurated
field's Translation Series and
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